Que(e)rying the clinic before AIDS: practicing self-help and transversality in the 1970s.
In this paper, I offer a treatment of "the clinic" in which the clinic-as concept and space-is que(e)ried, that is, both questioned and made queer. I present two historical case studies that queer clinical thought and practices in the period before AIDS and before the full-blown arrival of queer theory on the western theoretical landscape. These two cases-the practice of self-help developed in the women's health movement in the United States and the practice of tranversality developed out of and beyond the Institutional Psychiatry movement in France-challenge the practice of medicine in the prehistory of both AIDS and queer theory, yet, they are not generally seen as precursors, or related in any way, to AIDS activism. In a sense, then, I also want to question and make queer the history of AIDS as we conventionally know it today by extending that history backwards and outwards to earlier queer critical and clinical practices like self-help and transversality.